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Heat Transfer Measurements, Flow
Pattern Maps, and Flow Visualization
for Non-Boiling Two-Phase Flow in
Horizontal and Slightly Inclined Pipe
AFSHIN J. GHAJAR AND CLEMENT C. TANG
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, USA

Local heat transfer coefficients and flow parameters were measured for air-water flow in a pipe in the horizontal and slightly
upward inclined (2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ ) positions. The test section was a 27.9 mm stainless steel pipe with a length to diameter
ratio of 100. For this systematic experimental study, a total of 758 data points were taken for horizontal and slightly upward
inclined (2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ ) positions by carefully coordinating the liquid and gas superficial Reynolds number combinations.
These superficial Reynolds numbers were duplicated for each inclination angle. The heat transfer data points were collected
under a uniform wall heat flux boundary condition ranging from about 1,800–10,900 W/m2 . The superficial Reynolds numbers
ranged from about 740 to 26,000 for water and about 560 to 48,000 for air. A comparison of heat transfer data and flow
visualization revealed that the heat transfer results were significantly dependent on the superficial liquid and gas Reynolds
numbers, inclination angle, and flow pattern. The experimental data indicated that even in a slightly upward inclined pipe,
there is a significant effect on the two-phase heat transfer of air-water flow. Flow pattern maps and flow visualization results
for different inclination angles are also presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Gas-liquid two-phase flow in pipes is commonly observed
in many industrial applications, such as oil wells and pipelines,
solar collectors, chemical reactors, and nuclear reactors, and its
hydrodynamic and thermal conditions are dependent upon the
interaction between the two phases. Therefore, it is very important to understand heat transfer in gas-liquid two-phase flow
for the economical and optimized operation in those industrial
applications.
A comprehensive discussion of the available experimental
data and heat transfer correlations for forced convective heat
transfer during gas-liquid two-phase flow in vertical and horizontal pipes, including flow patterns and fluid combinations is
provided by Kim et al. [1]. However, due to the complex nature
of the two-phase gas-liquid flow, no systematic investigation has
been conducted to document the influence of flow pattern and
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inclination angle on the two-phase heat transfer. The only available information on the effect of inclination in the literature is
from Hetsroni et al. [2, 3]. Using infrared thermography, Hetsroni et al. [2] measured the local heat transfer as a function of
slug frequency, slug length and height, inclination angle (2◦ and
5◦ ), and Froude number, and concluded that there was a drastic
increase in heat transfer with only slight increases in inclination
angle. The authors provided no quantitative information to support the observed increase in the heat transfer. Hetsroni et al.
[3] further conducted their study on 8◦ inclined two-phase flow
heat transfer and found that under the conditions of dry-out in
open annular flow, the heat transfer coefficient is about 2.5–8
times higher than that for single phase airflow. Trimble et al.
[4] quantitatively investigated the effect of inclination on heat
transfer in slug flow. In their experimental study, the 2◦ and 5◦
data showed an average increase over the horizontal position of
about 10% and 20%, respectively. However, their investigation
was exploratory in nature and not conducted systematically. In
addition it was limited to only one flow pattern (slug flow).
The objectives of this study were to gather quality nonboiling, two-phase, two-component heat transfer data in the
horizontal and inclined positions with various flow patterns
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and analyze their behavior in order to develop a general overall heat transfer coefficient correlation for gas-liquid two-phase
flow regardless of flow orientation and flow pattern. In order
to achieve this goal, the nature of the heat transfer in air-water
two-phase flow was investigated by comparing the two-phase
heat transfer data that were obtained by systematically varying
the air or water flow rates (flow pattern) and the pipe inclination
angle.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A schematic diagram of the overall experimental setup for
heat transfer measurements is shown in Figure 1. The test section is a 27.9 mm I.D. straight standard stainless steel schedule 10S pipe with a length to diameter ratio of 100. The setup
rests atop a 9 m-long aluminum I-beam supported by a pivoting foot and a stationary foot that incorporates a small electric
screw jack. In order to apply a uniform wall heat flux boundary
condition to the test section, copper plates were silver-soldered
to the inlet and exit of the test section. The uniform wall heat
flux boundary condition was maintained by a Lincoln SA-750
welder for ReSL > 2,000 and a Miller Maxtron 450 DC welder
for ReSL < 2,000. The Lincoln SA-750 welder has the capability of supplying 300–750 A of current, while the Miller Maxtron

450 DC welder is capable of supplying 5–450 A of current. The
entire length of the test section was wrapped using fiberglass
pipe wrap insulation, followed by a thin polymer vapor seal to
prevent moisture penetration.
In order to develop various two-phase flow patterns (by controlling the flow rates of gas and liquid), a two-phase gas and
liquid flow mixer was used as shown in Figure 2. The mixer
consisted of a perforated stainless steel tube (6.35 mm I.D.) inserted into the liquid stream by means of a tee and a compression
fitting. The end of the stainless steel tube was silver-soldered.
Four holes (3 rows of 1.59 mm, 4 rows of 3.18 mm, and 8
rows of 3.97 mm) were positioned at 90◦ intervals around the
perimeter of the tube, and this pattern was repeated at fifteen
equally spaced axial locations along the length of the stainless
steel tube. The two-phase flow leaving the mixer entered the
transparent calming section.
The calming section (clear polycarbonate pipe with 25.4 mm
I.D. and L/D = 88) served as a flow developing and turbulence
reduction device and flow pattern observation section. One end
of the calming section is connected to the test section with an
acrylic flange, and the other end of the calming section is connected to the gas-liquid mixer. For the horizontal flow measurements, the test section and the observation section (see Figure 1)
were carefully leveled to eliminate the effect of inclination on
these measurements.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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Figure 2 Air-water mixing section.

T-type thermocouple wires were cemented with Omegabond
101, an epoxy adhesive with high thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity, to the outside wall of the stainless steel test
section, as shown in Figure 3. OMEGA EXPP-T-20-TWSH extension wires were used for the relay to the data acquisition
system. Thermocouples were placed on the outer surface of the
pipe wall at uniform intervals of 254 mm from the entrance to
the exit of the test section. There were 10 thermocouple stations
in the test section. All stations had four thermocouples, and they

were labeled looking at the tail of the fluid flow, with peripheral
location A being at the top of the pipe, B being 90◦ in the clockwise direction, C at the bottom of the pipe, and D being 90◦
from the bottom in the clockwise sense (see Figure 3). All the
thermocouples were monitored with a National Instruments data
acquisition system. The experimental data were averaged over a
user chosen length of time (typically 20 samples/channel with a
sampling rate of 400 scans/sec) before the heat transfer measurements were actually recorded. The average system stabilization

Figure 3 Stainless steel test section.
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time period was 30–60 min after the system attained steady state.
The inlet liquid and gas temperatures and the exit bulk temperature were measured by Omega TMQSS-125U-6 thermocouple
probes. The thermocouple probe for the exit bulk temperature
was placed after the mixing well. The calibration of thermocouples and thermocouple probes showed that they were accurate
within ±0.5◦ C. The operating pressures inside the experimental
setup were monitored with a pressure transducer.
To ensure a uniform fluid bulk temperature at the inlet and
exit of the test section, a mixing well was utilized. An alternating polypropylene baffle-type static mixer for both gas and
liquid phases was used. This mixer provided an overlapping
baffled passage, forcing the fluid to encounter flow reversal and
swirling regions. The mixing well at the exit of the test section
was placed below the clear polycarbonate observation section
(after the test section) and before the liquid storage tank (see
Figure 1). Because the cross-sectional flow passage of the mixing section was substantially smaller than the test section, it
had the potential of increasing the system back-pressure. Thus,
in order to reduce the potential back-pressure problem, which
might affect the flow pattern inside of the test section, the mixing well was placed below and after the test section and clear
observation sections. The outlet bulk temperature was measured
immediately after the mixing well.
The fluids used in the test loop are air and water. The water is
distilled and stored in a 55-gallon cylindrical polyethylene tank.
A Bell and Gosset series 1535 coupled centrifugal pump was
used to pump the water through an Aqua-Pure AP12T water
filter. An ITT Standard model BCF 4063 one-shell-and-twotube pass heat exchanger removes the pump heat and the heat
added during the test to maintain a constant inlet water temperature. From the heat exchanger, the water passes through a Micro
Motion Coriolis flow meter (model CMF100) connected to a
digital Field-Mount Transmitter (model RFT9739) that conditions the flow information for the data acquisition system. Once
the water passes through the Coriolis flow meter, it then passes
through a 25.4 mm, twelve-turn gate valve that regulates the
amount of flow that entered the test section. From this point, the
water travels through a 25.4 mm flexible hose, through a oneway check valve, and into the test section. Air was supplied via
an Ingersoll-Rand T30 (model 2545) industrial air compressor
mounted outside the laboratory and isolated to reduce vibration
onto the laboratory floor. The air passes through a copper coil
submerged in a vessel of water to lower the temperature of the
air to room temperature. The air is then filtered, and condensate
was removed in a coalescing filter. The air flow is measured
by a Micro Motion Coriolis flow meter (model CMF025) connected to a digital Field-Mount Transmitter (model RFT9739)
and regulated by a needle valve. Air is delivered to the test section by flexible tubing. The water and air mixture is returned to
the reservoir, where it is separated and the water recycled.
The heat transfer measurements at the uniform wall heat flux
boundary condition were carried out by measuring the local outside wall temperatures at 10 stations along the axis of the pipe
and the inlet and outlet bulk temperatures, in addition to other
heat transfer engineering

Figure 4 Typical temperature readings in two-phase gas-liquid flow in a horizontal pipe (slug flow with ReSL = 11956, ReSG = 4937, and q˙ = 8911
W/m2 ).

measurements such as the flow rates of gas and liquid, room
temperature, voltage drop across the test section, and current
carried by the test section. The peripheral heat transfer coefficient (local average) was calculated based on the knowledge of
the pipe inside wall surface temperature and inside wall heat flux
obtained from a data reduction program developed exclusively
for this type of experiments [5, 6]. The local average peripheral values for inside wall temperature, inside wall heat flux,
and heat transfer coefficient were then obtained by averaging all
the appropriate individual local peripheral values at each axial
location.
Figure 4 shows the typical temperature readings in two-phase
flow from the thermocouples along the test section and the thermocouple probes at the inlet and outlet of the test section. The
measurements shown in Figure 4 are for slug flow with a superficial liquid Reynolds number of ReSL = 11,956, a superficial
gas Reynolds number of ReSG = 4,937, and a uniform wall heat
flux of q˙ = 8,911 W/m2 . The top thermocouples (curve A in
Figure 4; see Figure 3 for the thermocouple locations) along the
test section indicated the highest temperature, and the bottom
thermocouples (curve C in Figure 4) indicated the lowest temperature readings. The variation in the circumferential wall temperature distribution, which is typical for two-phase gas-liquid
flow in horizontal pipes, leads to different heat transfer coefficients depending on which circumferential wall temperature
was selected for the calculations. In two-phase heat transfer experiments, in order to overcome the unbalanced circumferential
heat transfer coefficients and get a representative heat transfer
coefficient for a test run, Eq. (1) was used to calculate an overall
two-phase heat transfer coefficient (h TPEXP ) for each test run.
h TPEXP =
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where L is the length of the test section; h̄, q̇¯ , T̄w , and Tb
are the local mean heat transfer coefficient, the local mean heat
flux, the local mean wall temperature, and the bulk temperature
at a thermocouple station, respectively; k is the index of the
thermocouple stations; NST is the number of the thermocouple
stations; z is the axial coordinate; and z is the element length
of each thermocouple station.
The data reduction program used a finite-difference formulation to determine the inside wall temperature and the inside wall
heat flux from the measurements of the outside wall temperature,
the heat generation within the pipe wall, and the thermophysical
properties of the pipe material (electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity). In these calculations, axial conduction was
assumed negligible, but peripheral and radial conduction of heat
in the pipe wall were included. In addition, the bulk fluid temperature was assumed to increase linearly from the inlet to outlet
(see Figure 4).
A National Instruments data acquisition system was used to
record and store the data measured during these experiments.
The data acquisition system is housed in an AC powered four-slot
SCXI 1000 Chassis, which serves as a low-noise environment for
signal conditioning. Three NI SCXI control modules are housed
inside the chassis. There are two SCXI 1102/B/C modules and
one SCXI 1125 module. From these three modules, input signals for all 40 thermocouples, the two thermocouple probes,
voltmeter, and flow meters are gathered and recorded. The computer interface used to record the data is a LabVIEW Virtual
Instrument (VI) program written for this specific application.
The reliability of the flow circulation system and of the experimental procedures was checked by making several single-phase
calibration runs with distilled water. The single-phase heat transfer experimental data were checked against the well-established
single-phase heat transfer correlations [7] in the Reynolds number range from 3,000 to 30,000. In most instances, the majority
of the experimental results were well within ±10% of the predicted results [7, 8]. In addition to the single-phase calibration
runs, a series of two-phase, air-water, slug flow tests were also
performed for comparison against the two-phase experimental
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slug flow data of Kim and Ghajar [7] and Trimble et al. [4]. The
results of these comparisons for a majority of the cases were
also well within the ±10% deviation range.
The uncertainty analysis of the overall experimental procedures using the method of Kline and McClintock [9] showed
that there is a maximum of 11.5% uncertainty for heat transfer
coefficient calculations. Experiments under the same conditions
were conducted periodically to ensure the repeatability of the
results. The maximum difference between the duplicated experimental runs was within ±10%. More details of experimental
setup and data reduction procedures can be found elsewhere [8].
The heat transfer data obtained with the present experimental setup were measured under a uniform wall heat flux boundary condition that ranged from 1,860 W/m2 to 10,900 W/m2 ,
and the resulting two-phase heat transfer coefficients (h TPEXP )
ranged from 101 W/m2 · K to 5,700 W/m2 · K for horizontal flow.
For these experiments, the superficial liquid Reynolds number
(ReSL ) ranged from 740 to 26,100 (water mass flow rates from
0.761 kg/min to 42.5 kg/min), and the superficial gas Reynolds
numbers (ReSG ) ranged from 560 to 47,600 (gas mass flow rates
from 0.013 kg/min to 1.13 kg/min). The summary of the experimental conditions and measured heat transfer coefficients is
tabulated in Table 1.

FLOW PATTERNS
The various interpretations accorded to the multitude of flow
patterns by different investigators are subjective, and no uniform
procedure exists at present for describing and classifying them.
In this study, the flow pattern identification for the experimental data was based on the procedures suggested by Taitel and
Dukler [10] and Kim and Ghajar [7], and visual observations
were deemed appropriate. All observations for the flow pattern
judgments were made at the clear polycarbonate observation
sections before and after the stainless steel test section (see Figure 1). By fixing the water flow rate, flow patterns were observed
by varying air flow rates. Flow pattern data were obtained at an

Table 1 Summary of experimental conditions and measured two-phase heat transfer data for horizontal and 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦
inclination angles
Test section orientation

Number of data points
ReSL range
ReSG range
q̇  range [W/m2 ]
ṁ G range [kg/min]
ṁ L range [kg/min]
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]

Horizontal

2◦ inclined

5◦ inclined

7◦ inclined

203
740–26100
700–47600
1860–10800
0.0167–1.13
1.09–33.7
101
4922
1698
1388
1305

184
750–25900
700–47500
2820–10800
0.0163–1.11
0.952–41.7
242
5140
2213
1958
1458

184
780–25900
590–47500
2900–10800
0.0136–1.11
0.761–42.5
286
5507
2434
2226
1430

187
770–26000
560–47200
2600–10900
0.0131–1.11
0.801–38.8
364
5701
2511
2291
1453
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Figure 5 Flow map for horizontal flow with photographs of representative flow patterns.

isothermal condition with the pipe at a horizontal position and at
2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclined positions. These experimental data were
plotted and compared using their corresponding values of ReSG
and ReSL and the flow patterns. Representative digital images of
each flow pattern were taken using a Nikon D50 digital camera
with Nikkor 50 mm f/1.8D lens. Figure 5 shows the flow map
for horizontal flow with the representative photographs of the
various flow patterns. The various flow patterns for horizontal
flow depicted in Figure 5 show the capability of the experimental setup to cover a multitude of flow patterns. The shaded
regions represent the transition boundaries of the observed flow
patterns.
The influence of small inclination angles of 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ on
the observed flow patterns is shown in Figure 6. As shown in
Figure 6, the flow pattern transition boundaries for horizontal
flow were found to be quite different from the flow pattern transition boundaries for inclined flow when slight inclinations of
2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ were introduced. The changes in the flow pattern
transition boundaries from horizontal to slightly inclined flow
are the transition boundaries for stratified flow and slug/wavy
flow. When the pipe was inclined from horizontal to slight inclination angles of 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ , the stratified flow region was
replaced by slug flow and slug/wavy flow for ReSG < 4,000 and
4,000 < ReSG < 10,000 , respectively. Other shifts in the flow
pattern transition boundaries were observed in the plug-to-slug
boundary and the slug-to-slug/bubbly boundary. In these two
cases, the flow pattern transition boundaries were observed to
be shifted slightly to the upper left direction as inclination angles were slightly increased from horizontal to 7◦ . For slightly
inclined flow of 2, 5◦ , and 7◦ , there were no drastic changes
in the flow pattern transition boundaries. However, it should be
mentioned that although the flow patterns were named the same
heat transfer engineering

for both horizontal and inclined flow, it does not mean that the
flow patterns in the inclined positions have identical characteristics of the comparable flow patterns in the horizontal position.
For example, it was observed that the slug flow patterns in the
inclined positions of 5◦ and 7◦ have reverse flow between slugs
due to the gravitational force, which can have a significant effect
on the heat transfer.
Figure 7 shows representative photographs of wavy, slug, and
annular flows as the pipe was inclined from horizontal position to

Figure 6 Change of flow pattern transition boundaries as pipe inclined upward from horizontal position.
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Figure 7 Representative photographs of wavy, slug, and annular flow patterns for horizontal, 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclined two-phase flows. (a) Wavy flow (ReSG =
16,000, ReSL = 1500); (b) Slug flow (ReSG = 4000, ReSL = 17,000); (c) Annular flow (ReSG = 28,000, ReSL = 17,000).
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7◦ upward inclined. The flow direction of the flow patterns shown
in Figure 7 is from right to left. The flow patterns were captured
with exposure time of 1/4000 second and aperture setting of
f/1.8. The wavy flow images were captured at ReSG = 16,000
and ReSL = 1500 (see Figure 7a). As the pipe inclined slightly to
2◦ from a horizontal position, the height of the waves increased.
The increase in the wave height happened when the liquid backwash merged with the waves flowing in the flow direction due
to a gravitational effect in the inclined flow. The increase in
wave height caused occasional liquid splashes on the top part of
the inner pipe surface. As the inclination angle increased from
2◦ to 5◦ and to 7◦ , the liquid backwash became more significant, adding to the wave height and causing larger and more

frequent splashes on the top part of the inner pipe surface (see
Figure 7a).
The slug flow images were captured at ReSG = 4,000 and
ReSL = 17,000 (see Figure 7b). For 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclined
flows, visual observations showed that the front part of the liquid slug flowed in a rolling or curling fashion much like waves
on a beach. This rolling or curling fashion observed in inclined
slug flow was generated as the liquid backwash merged with
the uphill moving liquid slug due to gravity. As the inclination
angle increased from 2◦ to 5◦ , the front part of the liquid slug
curled over and collapsed with higher intensity, and the balance
between the inertia force and buoyancy force changed and rebalanced, resulting in higher level of foam. A further inclination

Figure 8 Flow maps for horizontal, 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclined flows with distribution of heat transfer data collected.
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angle increase from 5◦ to 7◦ revealed that the front part of the liquid slug curled over and collapsed with no apparent increase in
intensity.
The annular flow images were captured at ReSG = 28,000
and ReSL = 17,000 (see Figure 7c). As the pipe inclined from
horizontal position to 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ , visual observations showed
that the liquid film of the annular flow thickened as the buoyancy force difference between air and water increased due to
the effects of gravity. The images illustrated in Figure 7c show
that as the inclination angle increased, the darker textual became

more apparent as the liquid film of the annular flow thickened.
Generally, in contrast to wavy and annular flows, small pipe
inclination does show a significant influence on the slug flow
movement. The reason for this is that as the pipe is inclined,
the balance between the inertia force and buoyancy force is
changed and rebalanced, such that the increase of the buoyancy force of air affects the turbulence and speed of the slug’s
traverse.
Once the flow maps of the flow patterns for horizontal and inclined flows were established, the heat transfer data for different

Figure 9 Variation of two-phase heat transfer coefficient with superficial liquid Reynolds number.
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Figure 10 Variation of two-phase heat transfer coefficient with superficial gas Reynolds number.

flow patterns were then collected. Figure 8 shows the flow maps
of horizontal and inclined flows with symbols representing the
distribution of the heat transfer data that were collected systematically in the experimental setup. Heat transfer data at low air
heat transfer engineering

and water flow rates (ReSG < 500 and ReSL < 700) were not
collected. At such low air and water flow rates, there exists the
possibility of local boiling or dry-out, which could potentially
damage the heated test section.
vol. 28 no. 6 2007
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Figure 11 Effect of inclination angle on the overall mean two-phase heat
transfer coefficient.

Figure 14 Effects of superficial gas and liquid Reynolds numbers and inclination angle on two-phase heat transfer coefficient.

HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS
In this section, an overview of the different trends that have
been observed in the heat transfer behavior of the two-phase
air-water flow in horizontal and inclined pipes for various flow
patterns is presented. The non-boiling two-phase heat transfer
data were obtained by systematically varying the air and water
flow rates and the pipe inclination angle. Table 1 summarized
the two-phase heat transfer data measured for horizontal, 2◦ , 5◦ ,
and 7◦ inclined flows.

Figure 12 Effects of superficial gas Reynolds number and inclination angle
on the mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 13 Effects of superficial liquid Reynolds number and inclination angle
on the mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient.

heat transfer engineering

Figure 15 Effects of inclination and flow pattern on the mean two-phase heat
transfer coefficient.
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Figures 9 and 10 provide an overview of the pronounced
influence of the flow pattern, superficial liquid Reynolds number (water flow rate), and superficial gas Reynolds number (air
flow rate) on the two-phase heat transfer coefficient in horizontal and inclined pipe flow. The results presented in Figure 9
clearly show that two-phase heat transfer coefficient (h TPEXP )
is strongly influenced by the superficial liquid Reynolds number (ReSL ) for horizontal and inclined flow. As shown in Figure 9, the heat transfer coefficient increases proportionally as
ReSL increases. In addition, for a fixed ReSL , the two-phase
heat transfer coefficient (h TPEXP ) is also influenced by the superficial gas Reynolds number (ReSG ), and each flow pattern
shows its own distinguished heat transfer trend, as shown in
Figure 10. Typically, heat transfer increases at low ReSG (the
regime of plug flow), slightly decreases at the mid-range of
ReSG (the regime of slug and slug-type transitional flows),
and increases again at the high ReSG (the regime of annular
flow).
Due to gravitational effect, inclining the pipe affects the flow
characteristics of two-phase flow, which in turn affects the two-

phase heat transfer coefficient (h TPEXP ). Overall, the mean h TPEXP
increased when the pipe was slightly inclined from the horizontal position. Figure 11 shows the influence of inclination
angle on the overall mean h TPEXP for 2,000 < ReSG < 40,000
and 800 < ReSL < 17,000. As the pipe was inclined from a
horizontal position to 2◦ inclination, the overall mean h TPEXP experienced a 16% increase. A further increase in the inclination
angle from 2◦ to 5◦ would bring the overall mean h TPEXP to experience another 12% increase. The overall mean h TPEXP did not
show any appreciable change when the pipe was inclined from
5◦ to 7◦ .
To explore the effects of ReSG and inclination angle on the
two-phase heat transfer coefficient (h TPEXP ), the average of h TPEXP
for 800 < ReSL < 17,000 at a fixed ReSG and inclination angle
was taken. Figure 12 shows the effects of ReSG and inclination angle on the mean h TPEXP for 800 < ReSL < 17,000. For
ReSG < 24,000, Figure 12 shows that a slight change in the inclination angle from horizontal to 2◦ would cause an increase
of 16–40% in the mean h TPEXP . For ReSG > 24,000, a slight
change in inclination angle from horizontal to 2◦ would cause

Table 2 Summary of measured two-phase heat transfer data for horizontal and 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclination angles categorized
into various ReSG ranges and flow patterns within 800 < ReSL < 5000
Flow patterns (800 < ReSL < 5000)
ST
Horizontal
Minimim h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
2◦ inclined
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
5◦ inclined
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
7◦ inclined
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range

S

SW, W, & WA

A

120
950
447
350
255
22
8000–28000

547
1603
872
758
325
11
28000–40000

352
1001
580
500
205
9
1000–3000

242
944
565
539
222
22
8000–28000

462
1511
931
900
312
11
28000–40000

496
1081
774
804
188
9
1000–3000

286
1158
782
761
289
22
8000–28000

526
1695
1107
1114
354
11
28000–40000

500
1252
828
820
263
9
1000–3000

371
1333
931
886
307
22
8000–28000

573
1720
1142
1120
350
11
28000–40000

101
197
145
151
35
20
1000–10000
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a relatively uniform increase of approximately 5% in the mean
h TPEXP . Figure 12 also shows that for ReSG < 12,000, the mean
h TPEXP for 7◦ inclination is lower than that for 5◦ inclination by
3–7%.
In a similar manner, the effects of ReSL and inclination angle
on h TPEXP can be explored by taking the average of h TPEXP for
2,000 < ReSG < 40,000 at a fixed ReSL and inclination angle.
Figure 13 shows the effects of ReSL and inclination angle on the
mean h TPEXP for 2,000 < ReSG < 40,000. As ReSL increases, the
mean h TPEXP increases proportionally for horizontal and inclined
flows. Slightly changing the inclination angle from horizontal
to 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ would cause the mean h TPEXP versus ReSL curve
to shift higher while maintaining relatively the same slope.
Figure 13 also shows that for ReSL > 10,000, the mean h TPEXP
for 7◦ inclination is lower than that for 5◦ inclination by 3–5%.
Figure 14 shows the effects of ReSG , ReSL , and inclination
on the measured two-phase heat transfer coefficient (h TPEXP ). At
low ReSL (ReSL = 800) and ReSG < 20,000, the h TPEXP appears
to be very sensitive to slight changes in inclination angle. For
ReSL = 800 and ReSG > 20,000, a slight change in inclination
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angle did not cause drastic change in the h TPEXP . This observation
is also true for high ReSL (ReSL = 17,000). At ReSL = 17,000,
h TPEXP for ReSG < 24,000 is more sensitive to slight change in
inclination angle than h TPEXP for ReSG > 24,000. Figure 14 also
shows that at high ReSL (ReSL = 17,000) and ReSG < 20,000,
the h TPEXP for 7◦ inclined flow is lower than that for 5◦ inclined
flow by 1–13%.
To further explore the influence of inclination on two-phase
heat transfer pipe flow for different flow patterns, the measured
heat transfer data for horizontal, 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclined flows
was categorized into ReSG and ReSL ranges and flow patterns
such that comparison can be made appropriately. Tables 2 and
3 summarize the measured heat transfer data for horizontal, 2◦ ,
5◦ , and 7◦ inclined flow categorized into appropriate ReSG and
ReSL ranges and flow patterns. Figure 15 shows the effects of
inclination and flow pattern on the mean h TPEXP (see Tables 2
and 3 for values). At low ReSL (800 < ReSL < 5,000), a slight
increase in inclination increases the mean h TPEXP for slug (S),
slug/wavy (SW), wavy (W), wavy/annular (WA), and annular
(A) flow. From flow pattern visual observations, an increase in

Table 3 Summary of measured two-phase heat transfer data for horizontal and 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclination angles
categorized into various ReSG ranges and flow patterns within 5000 < ReSL < 22000
Flow patterns (5000 < ReSL < 22000)
P, PS, & S

SB & SBA

A

614
3672
2037
1933
964
36
600–5000

933
4572
2350
2431
865
35
6500–24000

1272
4922
2770
2512
1083
33
28000–48000

938
4376
2590
2462
1056
36
600–5000

1304
4630
2762
2766
918
35
6500–24000

1382
4947
2891
2648
1108
33
28000–48000

1168
4388
2831
2767
1027
36
600–5000

1630
4897
3035
3047
870
35
6500–24000

1584
5222
3096
2875
1137
33
28000–48000

1178
4288
2678
2593
968
36
600–5000

1664
4912
2974
2894
851
35
6500–24000

1631
5245
3233
3007
1124
33
28000–48000
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Horizontal
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
2◦ inclined
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
5◦ inclined
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
7◦ inclined
Minimum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Maximum h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Mean h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Median h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
SD h TPEXP [W/m2 K]
Number of data points
ReSG range
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Table 4 Percentage of change in mean two-phase heat transfer
coefficient for various flow patterns due to inclination effect
Change in mean h TPEXP [%]

800 < ReSL < 5000
S
SW, W, & WA
A
5000 < ReSL < 22000
P, PS, & S
BS & ABS
A

Horizontal to 2◦

2◦ –5◦

5◦ –7◦

26
6.9

33
38
19

6.9
19
3.2

27
18
4.4

9.3
9.9
7.1

−5.4
−2.0
4.4

the inclination angle for wavy flow caused the liquid backwash to
become more significant, adding to the wave height and causing
larger and more frequent splashes on the top part of the inner
pipe surface, thus increasing the mean two-phase heat transfer
coefficient (see Figure 7a).
For 5,000 < ReSL < 22,000, Figure 15 shows that a slight
increase in inclination increases the mean h TPEXP for annular
(A) flow. This is expected, as the increase in inclination angle for annular flow caused the liquid film of the annular flow
to thicken due to the effects of gravity (see Figure 7c). The
thicker annular liquid film enhanced heat transfer capability,
thus increasing the mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient.
As for plug (P), plug/slug (PS), slug (S), slug/bubbly (SB), and
slug/bubbly/annular (SBA) flow, the mean h TPEXP increases with
the change in inclination angle from horizontal to 5◦ ; however,
the change in inclination angle from 5◦ to 7◦ caused a slight
decrease in the mean h TPEXP . For slug flow, visual observations
showed that as the inclination angle increased from horizontal to
2◦ and to 5◦ , the front part of the liquid slug curled over and collapsed with higher intensity, resulting in a higher level of mixing
and creating more foam (see Figure 7b). This in effect increased
the heat transfer. A further inclination angle increase from 5◦ to
7◦ revealed that the front part of the liquid slug curled over and
collapsed with no apparent increase in intensity, which resulted
in no increase in the mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient
(see Figure 15).
Table 4 summarizes the percentage of change in mean h TPEXP
for various flow patterns due to inclination effect. The mean
h TPEXP for slug/wavy, wavy, and wavy/annular flows is found to
Table 5 Percentage of change in mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient
due to change in flow pattern
Change in mean h TPEXP [%]
(800 < ReSL < 5000)

Change in mean h TPEXP [%]
(5000 < ReSL < 22000)

ST to SW, S to SW, SW, W, & P, PS, & S to
W, & WA W, & WA WA to A
SB & SBA
Horizontal
2◦ inclined
5◦ inclined
7◦ inclined

210
−2.6
0.9
13

95
65
42
23

15
6.6
7.2
11

SB &
SBA to A
18
4.7
2.0
8.7
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be the most sensitive to inclination effect, while the mean h TPEXP
for annular flow is the least sensitive to inclination effect. For
5,000 < ReSL < 22,000, the mean h TPEXP for plug, plug/slug,
and slug flows is the most sensitive to inclination effect. This suggests that the flow characteristics of flow patterns like slug/wavy,
wavy, and wavy/annular for 800 < ReSL < 5,000, and plug,
plug/slug, and slug for 5,000 < ReSL < 22,000 are very sensitive to slight changes in inclination.
Table 5 summarizes the percentage of change in mean h TPEXP
due to change in flow pattern. In horizontal flow, as the twophase flow changes from stratified (ST) to slug/wavy (SW), wavy
(W), and wavy/annular (WA), the mean h TPEXP experienced an
increase of approximately 210%. This is because stratified flow
has very low heat transfer capability. Overall, the change in
flow pattern from slug/wavy, wavy, and wavy/annular to annular showed the greatest percentage of increase in mean h TPEXP
regardless of inclination.
The effects of ReSG , ReSL , and inclination on heat transfer
in non-boiling two-phase gas-liquid flow has been presented in
many ways to better understand the mechanisms involved. As
presented in this section, heat transfer in non-boiling two-phase
gas-liquid flow is influenced by each of ReSL , ReSG , inclination angle, and flow pattern in a very complicated way. With
an increasing ReSL , heat transfer proportionally increased regardless of the rest of the factors. By varying ReSG , the distinguished trends of heat transfer by flow patterns were observed.
Furthermore, significant changes were observed in the twophase heat transfer of air-water flow with a slight upward inclination of the pipe from the horizontal position.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to further develop the knowledge and understanding of heat transfer in non-boiling twophase, two-component flow. For this purpose, flow pattern maps
for two-phase horizontal, 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7◦ inclined flows were established. In addition, systematic air-water flow heat transfer
experiments were conducted for air-water flow in a circular pipe
in the horizontal and slightly upward inclined positions at 2◦ ,
5◦ , and 7◦ under uniform wall heat flux boundary condition.
The two-phase heat transfer coefficient is found to be strongly
influenced by the superficial liquid Reynolds number for horizontal and inclined flow. An increase in superficial liquid
Reynolds number causes a relatively proportional increase in
two-phase heat transfer coefficient regardless of inclination (see
Figure 9). As for the influence of the superficial gas Reynolds
number, the two-phase heat transfer coefficient is found to show
distinguishable trends as the superficial gas Reynolds number
varies and the flow changes from one flow pattern to another
(see Figure 10).
The effect of the inclination is also another factor that affects
the two-phase heat transfer coefficient. In general, the two-phase
heat transfer coefficient over the entire range of superficial gas
vol. 28 no. 6 2007
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and liquid Reynolds numbers increases when the pipe was inclined from horizontal to 5◦ ; however, a further increase in the
inclination from 5◦ to 7◦ showed no significant change in heat
transfer coefficient (see Figure 11). The overall mean two-phase
heat transfer coefficient increased by 16% as the pipe inclined
from horizontal position to 2◦ . From 2◦ to 5◦ inclined, the overall
mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient increased by 12%.
In this study, at a relatively high superficial liquid Reynolds
number (ReSL = 17,000) and ReSG < 20,000, the two-phase
heat transfer coefficient for 7◦ inclined flow was found to be
slightly lower than that of 5◦ inclined flow by 1–13% (see Figure
14). The finding suggests that a further increase in inclination
angle from 5◦ does not necessarily bring enhancement in heat
transfer coefficient. The cause of this phenomenon has yet to be
discovered. The attempt to address this phenomenon will likely
include an analysis of local thermal profile of the test section
and how the ReSG , ReSL , and inclination angle affects the local
thermal profile and thus the heat transfer coefficient. In addition,
two-phase heat transfer data for an inclination beyond 7◦ will
shed light on whether the heat transfer coefficient will continue
to enhance as inclination increases.
Another interesting finding of this study is the effect of inclination on the heat transfer coefficient for various flow patterns.
Using flow visualization, additional insights were obtained to
understand why a slight increase in the inclination angle would
enhance heat transfer for flow patterns such as wavy, slug, and
annular. An increase in inclination angle for wavy flow caused
the liquid backwash to become more significant, adding to the
wave height and causing larger and more frequent splashes on
the top part of the inner pipe surface (see Figure 7a) and thus
increasing the mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient (see Figure 15). For slug flow, as the inclination angle increased from
horizontal to 2◦ and to 5◦ , the front part of the liquid slug curled
over and collapsed with higher intensity, as the balance between
the inertia force and buoyancy force changed and rebalanced;
this resulted in a higher level of mixing and created more foam
(see Figure 7b), which in effect increased the heat transfer (see
Figure 15). An increase in the inclination angle for annular flow
caused the liquid film of the annular flow to thicken, as the buoyancy force difference between air and water increased due to the
effects of gravity (see Figure 7c). The thicker annular liquid film
enhanced heat transfer capability, resulting in an increase in the
mean two-phase heat transfer coefficient (see Figure 15). For
flow patterns such as slug/wavy, wavy, and wavy/annular, the
heat transfer coefficient was observed to be the most sensitive
to the change in inclination angle, whereas the heat transfer coefficient for annular flow is found to be the least sensitive to
inclination effect (see Table 4).
This study will ultimately lead to the development of a general overall heat transfer coefficient correlation for gas-liquid
two-phase flow, regardless of flow orientation and flow pattern.
On the way to proceed to this ultimate goal, much of the data collected in this study has been successfully applied to the general
two-phase heat transfer correlation by our research team [11–
13]. However, the development of the general correlation still
heat transfer engineering
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requires further analysis of the data and better understanding of
the two-phase flow heat transfer characteristics.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
D
G
h̄
hTP
k
L
ṁ G
ṁ L
NST
q̇ 
q̇¯
ReSG
ReSL
Tb
T̄w
x
z
z

cross-sectional area, m2
inside diameter of pipe, m
mass flux, (ṁ G + ṁ L )/A, kg/s · m2
local mean heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 · K
two-phase heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 · K
index of the thermocouple stations
length of test section, m
mass flow rate of gas, kg/s
mass flow rate of liquid, kg/s
number of thermocouple stations
wall heat flux, W/m2
local mean heat flux, W/m2
superficial gas Reynolds number, x G D/µG
superficial liquid Reynolds number, (1 − x)G D/µ L
bulk temperature at a thermocouple station, ◦ C
local mean wall temperature, ◦ C
flow quality, ṁ G /(ṁ G + ṁ L )
axial coordinate, m
element length of each thermocouple station, m

Greek Symbols
µG
µL

dynamic viscosity of gas
dynamic viscosity of liquid

Subscripts
EXP
TP

experimentally measured
two-phase

Flow Pattern Abbreviations
A
P
PS
S
SB
SBA

annular
plug
plug/slug combination
slug
slug/bubbly combination
slug/bubbly/annular combination
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ST
SW
W
WA
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stratified
slug/wavy combination
wavy
wavy/annular combination
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